Motivation
• New applications of term rewriting emerge
• New results in rewriting theory await application
• Engineering a system that applies term rewriting takes:
Software architecture effort Software engineering effort Software maintenance effort
• Not a straightforward programming task
• There are common requirements between term rewriting systems!
Overview
• Motivation
• Common requirements
• An open architecture
• Reusable components
• Composing a complete environment 
Composing an environment
• Download and get acquainted
• Create/adapt/generate your special rewriting engine
• Compose your system using ToolBus, or something else
• A more detailed HOWTO is in the paper
• An interactive environment in a few hours! 8
DEMO
• Today in Windows+CygWin (new)
• Module import graph
• SDF
• Syntax directed editors
Experience
• Systems that reuse some components: StrategoXT, µCRL, DocGen, . . .
• Full fledged environments: ASF+SDF Meta-Environment ELAN4 Environment (months)
• Some experimental interactive workbenches: S3 Environment (hours) 
